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Blog entry # 1

Bodø City Center + Bodin

On Thursday October 5, our excursion to the world of the local architecture

and cultural heritage started. Our first stop was in The Nordland Museum. We

saw a short movie about Bodø history and had a lesson in a loft room. What

I found the most interesting though was the opportunity to look at places that

visitors usually can't see - an exhibition under demolition and (especially) a store

of  exhibits.  There  I  fully  realized  the  words  of  Wink  (2000),  who  remind  his

readers  that  it  is  only  a  small  fraction  of  artworks  a museum  owns,  that  are

exhibited. The rest of exhibits dwells here in shelfs, seemingly disparate, but still

somehow  creating  a  weird  collage  of  new  associations.  Stuffed  birds  are

watching old televisions and a sub-machine gun is laying in the same shelf as

children' toys. The best dada exhibition you can imagine. I've really enjoyed this

"look into backstage". 

between the exhibits 

The second stop was at the Bodin church and then we continued to the open

air  museum in Bodøsjøen.  One of  the targets  of  the way was the cargo ship

‘Anna Karoline’, which is stored here, waiting for a new, dignified shelter (a new

museum  dedicated  all  to  the  ship).  The  ship  is  a  very  unique  specimen  of

a Norwegian  jekt  -  (a single-masted  open  cargo  sailing  vessel).  However,  it

wasn't easy to decide how Anne Karoline should be presented in the museum,

as she was used for different tasks and rebuilt several times by her past owners.

Should she be restored to her very original appearance, which would request to
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remove many parts (including e. g. an outer hull)? Or should she be presented in

the later state,  with added deck and unsightly hatches? Is she a 19th century

vessel jekt or she isn't it anymore and she is something else? "Who has the right,

or  can  claim  the  right,  to  determine  the  meaning of  an  object?"  asks  Dolff-

Bonekämper in her article Culture heritage and conflict (2010).

the stern of Anna Karoline

When I walked back to the museum to pick up my bike, I was thinking about the

city. How does Bodø, the city I have decided to live for a year, appear to me? The

streets are calm, the traffic ordered, people politely passing by each other. I was

thinking about Alain De Botton and his article  On the Charm of Boring Places.

Does this place appear boring to me? I recalled the city of New Delhi where I was

last summer. The streets of India's capital are full of people (and vehicles and

cows and dogs...), the traffic is incredibly chaotic and loud, everything is moving,

everybody is shouting and a specific spicy smell is floating above it all. The dirt of

New Delhi is renowned. Yes, in comparison with New Delhi, Bodø (and probably

many other cities) could appear boring. But sometimes we have to experience

an extreme to appreciate something normal. The streets of Bodø are tidy and

quiet, there are no gangs, no fights and quarrels on streets, no subways full of

graffiti  (as  in  Prague  for  example),  no  loud  people,  nothing  like  this.  Is  it

surprising? Of course the reason can be the smaller size of the city. But maybe

De  Botton  is  right  when  he  writes  about  communities,  where  "public  realm

exudes respect in its principles" and the public spaces and facilities are so great,
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that simply being an ordinary citizen can be seen as thriving destiny. Nobody

needs to do anything else.

Anyway, I like it. It's not boring to me. It's rather perfect.

De Botton, Alain. (1995) On Seeing and Noticing. Chapter 7: On the 
Charm of Boring Places. London: Penguin, 40-47. 

Wink, Richard and Richard Phipps. (2000) Museum-Goer’s Guide. 
Chapter 1:  Museum Profile. Boston: McGraw Hill, 1-18.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anna_Karoline
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Blog entry # 2

Gildeskål

On Friday 6th a field trip was planned to the municipality of Gildeskål.

We took a taxi drive and after 1.5 hour we stopped at Gildeskål parish. We

looked at old Gildeskål church, an admirable building from the beginning

of  12th  century,  and  then  walked  through  its  surroundings,  trying  to

resolve an interesting question: Why was a stone church built here? It was

extremely expensive to build stone buildings in medieval age - they were

usually erected at the most powerful and wealthy settlements or at places

of high importance. There was only 11 stone churches built in Nordland,

one of them here in Gildeskål. So was the place so rich or important?

Investigating the surroundings: Why was a stone church built here?

We could see that a quite wealthy farm was probably staying here in

the  past.  Maybe  some  powerful  chieftain  was  living  here  at  the  time,

before he had died and had been buried in  the burial  mound on the

shore. But the bay isn't very suitable for a harbor with its shallow waters

and scattered rocks, so the place probably wasn't any great shipping and

trading point. Maybe there was some sacred place before the Christian

times - these spots were often chosen because they had already played
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an  important  role  in  regional  life.  (Andersson  and  Hamlyn,  1970,

Hopstock, Carsten, 1958) We don't know.

After  the  walk  we  went  to  see  the  church  from  inside.  The  interior

captivated me as it was the first church in Norway I have chance to enter.

The carpenter's work is amazing. I see totally unnecessary (even awkward)

to  camouflage  pillars  and  panels  as  "made  of  marble".  But  it  was

a different time - bare wood was probably seen as something inferior. 

"marble" panels of the old church
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The new church was completed in 1881 in order to increase the capacity.

We left  the place in early afternoon. The churchyard, the burial mound

and  the  bay  was  left  behind  and  the  mystery  of  the  stone  church  in

Gildeskål remained unsolved.

Andersson, Aron and Paul Hamlyn. (1970) The art of Scandinavia, 
Volume 2. Chapter 1: Introduction; Chapter 3: Churches, St. Olavs...; 
Chapter 3: Churches, The Introduction of a New... London: Hamlyn 
Publishing Group. 17-29; 149-167; 232-238.

Hopstock, Carsten (1958) Norwegian design: from Viking Age to 
industrial revolution (pp. 7-69) .

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Gildesk%C3%A5l_Church

https://lokalhistoriewiki.no/wiki/Steinkirker_i_Nordland
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Blog entry # 3

Helgeland

On  Tuesday  10  we  started  a  journey  to  Helgeland,  a  district  of

thousands  of  islands  and spectacular  mountains,  a  place where Petter

Dass was born (in Herøy) and where Henrik Ibsen's 1857 historical play

"The Vikings at Helgeland" takes place.

The ferry voyage was long, but offered spectacular views on fjords and

islands we were passing by, so we enjoyed it. In late evening we arrived to

Sandnessjøen. 

The journey was long but offered astonishing views.

Sandnessjøen, the place where the Death of Thorolf  Kveldulfsson, an

adventurous  story  from  Egil's  saga takes  place.  Somewhere  here

a chieftain Thorolf, considered to plan king's murder, was caught by the

king and trapped in  his  house,  which was  set  in  fire.  He and his  men

escaped and fought hard,  but the king himself  dealt Thorolf  the death

wound in the end. The saga is written in colorful phrases, including heroic

speeches. A large part of the story is certainly made up, but the core is

probably  right  and  this  was  really  a  place  where  Thorolf  (or  Torolv)

Kveldulfsson, a 9th century Viking lived at a farm with his wife Sigrid. 
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However, there is nothing left from the past Sandness farm, which is the

city of Sandnessjøen called after. We only could let our imagination work

while we are walking through the city to find our accommodation.

Our  program  in  Helgeland  was  full  of  interesting  activities.  On

Wednesday 11 we visited Alstahaug parish and Petter Dass museum. On

Thursday 12 we took a ferry to Dønna Islands and visited Herøy with its

church and open air museum and then Dønnes Church. On the way back

we stopped at a land artwork in Dønna and stone Fallos at Glein. The last

day, Friday 13, was spent in Mosjøen and in local museum. Then we left

the Helgeland archipelago and started amazing 10 hours  train-journey

back to Bødo. 

Egil’s Saga, translated by W. C. Green, 1893, from the original 'Egils saga 
Skallagrímssonar'.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helgeland

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sandnessj%C3%B8en
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Blog entry # 3

Helgeland - Churches

We visited all together three churches during our stay in Helgeland: first

of  them  was  the  Alstahaug  church,  standing  next  to  the  Petter  Dass

museum, surrounded by trees and a nice and calm graveyard.  

Alstahaug church
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Alstahaug church

The second church we visited was the church in Herøy, built in 1100.

First we stood outside for a while, looking at the walls and trying to find

the oldest parts of it. We must admire the masonry of the building and

the precise shape of the stones used in it. The material used for medieval

stone constructions in Northern Norway was mainly soapstone, a type of

metamorphic rock which is relatively easy to carve and saw and is widely

accessible  in the locality.  It  is  mentioned also in Trumpet of  Nordland,

after all:

The third one is Heröy, a sight to admire -
Of soapstone it has been constructed.

The soapstone to northerners is no surprise;
In mountains a plentiful quantity lies.
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                  Herøy church

         Herøy church

The last  church  we visited  was  the one in  Dønnes,  which was  built

between 1200 and 1300, probably on the place of even older church. It

was extended 19th century.
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Dønnes church

Dønnes church

As I have already indicated, medieval churches we've visited were being

extended and rebuilt in the past. So we had a great possibility to observe

the development of the buildings. It wasn't always so easy, but at least we
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were usually able to find the oldest parts of the masonry. In Dønnes the

oldest  part  of  the  church  is  probably  the  choir  with  an  unique burial

chamber. 

Another  example  of  church  development  can  be  illustrated  with

following example:

I had found an interesting thing when reading the Peter Dass' Trumpet

of Nordland. The verses are nice and smooth flowing but my attention

had been captivated by something else there: by an image of  illustrator

Thorolf Holmboe. The image depicted a church which seemed familiar to

me. It looked like the church next to the Peter Dass museum - but not

exactly the same. The tower was different and the windows as well. Is it

the Alstahaug church on the picture or not? I couldn't rid of the question,

so I did a bit of "detective work" and I've figured it out: the mountains in

the background of Thorolf Holmboe's picture are the Seven Sisters and

the building really is the Alstahaug church that we've seen during our trip.

It's  not  known when exactly  was the picture made,  only  that  it  was

before  1907.  But  it  must  be  definitely  painted  after  1865,  because  it

depicts the church after it got rebuilt and expanded. The refit was made

by architect Nils Stockfleth Darre Eckhoff in the years 1863-1865. Some

parts of the medieval church were demolished, and a new and larger nave

was  erected.  The  new  roof  with  modest  slope  was  made  and  larger

windows and a prefixed tower were added. In the 1960´s the church was

restored back to the architectural style of the Middle Ages with steeper

roof and smaller windows and the prefixed tower was torn down. So the

Thorolf Holmboe's picture is an unique testimony (maybe the only one?)

of how the church looked like in the 19th century.
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               Alstahaug church in 19th century (Thorolf Holmboe) and the same church nowadays

Heldal,  T.  &  Neeb,  P.  R.  (2000) Natural  stone  in  Norway:  production,  
deposits  and  developments.  Norges  geologiske under søkelse 
Bulletin 436, 15-26.

Dass, Petter [1954] The Trumpet of Nordland. Translated by T. Jorgenson, 
pp. 75-96. St. Olaf College Press, Minnesota.

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Petter-Dass#ref116744

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Alstahaug_by_Th_Holmboe.pn
g

http://www.kirkesok.no/kirker/Heroey-kirke

https://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Her%C3%B8y_kirke_(Nordland)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/D%C3%B8nnes_Church
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Blog entry # 4

Helgeland - Museums

On Wednesday morning we arrived to Alstahaug to visit the Petter Dass

Museum and its surroundings. The building itself is very interesting - the

architects decided to do a cut in the landscape to make a place for it. It

could sound like brutal intervention, but in fact it fits the landscape in

a very elegant way.

the view on the church from the cut

The modern rooms of the museum then welcomed us with its light and

pleasant atmosphere. We took a listen to a lesson about constructing the

museum and about Vikings in northern Norway. Also the person of Petter

Dass and two of his songs were excellently presented by Kari from the

museum. We then walked through the exhibition about Petter Dass, with

objects connected to his life. It seemed to me that every single thing was

exhibited here with a great pride - separately placed, properly labeled and

lighted up. 

The museum in Herøy was completely different. The open air museum

consists  of  several  historical  buildings  -  among  them  we  visited  for

example a fisher's cabin from Lofoten. But the most astonishing was the
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main building with a collection of old tools, machines and other things.

Rooms of the house were full of things: there were old farming tools as

sickles, scythes, horse saddles and bridles...  there were oil lamps, scales,

mills  and  other  old  kitchen  equipment...  and  the  upper  floor  was

occupied by historical washing machine, a boat, some old vehicles and

many other things that I just don't remember.

This  probably  isn't  really  meant  as  a  museum exhibition -  it's  rather

a storage  of  objects  of  cultural  heritage.  But  I  like  these  kinds  of

collections. The objects aren't labeled, in fact they aren't presented at all.

The visitor can freely pass by, touch the things and guess what they are -

or  he  can  ask  a guide  to  be  told.  The  exhibit  about  coffee  was  more

"organized" though.

the Herøy museum's collection of old tools (foto:  www.heroy-helgeland.no)

On the last day we visited Mosjøen City Museum - Jacobsenbrygga. We

saw an  exhibition  about  the  city  with  amazing historical  photographs

from  the  city  companies.  The  past  photographers  must  by  real

professionals, know how to compose the scenes and how to work with

light. The second exhibit we saw was devoted to Sami.

https://snohetta.com/project/38-petter-dass-museum

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petter_Dass_Museum

https://www.heroy-helgeland.no/sights-on-heroy
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Blog entry # 5

Helgeland - other experience

There  are  some  other  places  and  experience  in  Helgeland  that  are

worth mentioning. A great surprise was prepared for us in Herøy: it was

a time for lunch and we could prepare it ourselves! Baking pizzas was the

most  excellent  activity,  just  a  perfect  intermezzo  between  church and

museum visits! Our Herøy guide Rajko and his son prepared the dough

and plenty of ingredients to put on the pizzas.  There was even a deer

meat. Moreover, the place was extraordinary: we prepared the food in an

old house and baked it in a handmade oven.

the old house kitchen
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on equipment of the old kitchen

preparing the pizza
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Rajko in front of the oven

The last two experiences I would like to mention (although they aren't

the last at all) are the short stops we did on the way from Herøy. 

Beside the grave mounds in Glein we visited The Fallos - a 90 cm high

stone depiction of a penis, a symbol of a fertility. However, I think we were

more impressed by stories about the locals' admiration for The Fallos than

by the stone itself. A vision of the worship of the penis including ritual

washing of  the stone and composing songs about  it  made us  smiling

indeed.  Unfortunately,  I  didn't  find much information about  the stone

itself  -  only  pictures  from  ritual  events  and  articles  about  a  fertility

increase in the town.
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Ready for the new season:  ritual spring washing of the fallos by local "fertility
champion" (foto: Rajko Savic, www.nrk.no)

The last paragraph is about a landscape art in Dønna. In the beginning

I didn't  want  to  mention  it,  because  it  didn't  really  speak  to  me,  but

maybe a short note is appropriate just to show that not everything works.

Made by Brazilian conceptual artist Cildo Meireles, the installation consist

of a large round construction buried in the ground covered with grass.

Swaying a bit, it challenges visitors' balance. But what is the point? I tried

to  find  some  deeper  meaning,  but  I  failed.  The  title  While-u-Weight,
Wheel of friends/ circle of power (1976 - 2009), creating a double meaning

in the word ‘weight’,  phonetically  ‘wait’,  didn't  help. Well, people differ,

nobody is leaving the place with the same feeling. Somebody is amazed,

somebody confused. It's probably a part of the art.

http://www.skulpturlandskap.no/artwork/while-you-weight-1976-
2009/cildo-meireles/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cildo_Meireles

https://www.nrk.no/nordland/fallos-skal-lokke-babysyke-pa-besok-
1.7613571
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Blog entry # 6  

Vikings

I  would  like  to  devote  the  last  blog  entry  to  a  brief  summary  of

information I have learnt about Vikings. I think the image of brutal, dirty

warriors plundering all they come across, is already outdated - today we

know that they were also great carpenters, smiths, geographers, but also

writers,  and  of  course  -  ship  builders.  And  yes,  still  they  were  feared

conquerors, some of their customs (e. g. during burials) were a bit brutal

and their  hygienic  customs were rather  disgusting,  as  we can read for

example in ibn Fadlan's account, if we trust him. 

The Viking period took place approximately in 800-1000, although the

dating isn't completely unified.

The origin of the word Viking is debated. In the old Norse language,

víkingr was used for "a pirate", but its original meaning can also be "a man

from vík" where vík is a bay. It could refer to the specific bay in the south

of  Norway called  Víkin,  which was  the area of  the very  origin  Vikings'

settlements.

Vikings  are  especially  famous  for  their  sails,  with  which  they  were

reaching  incredibly  far  places.  The  first  raids  were  rather  plundering

expeditions. They served as practice and fun for sons from noble families

and their private armies.  But the purpose soon changed to permanent

conquest  and  settlement,  as  the  population  grew  fast  and  there  was

a shortage of land. They were also sailing to do a trade or to explore new

areas, as in case of Ohthere. 
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a map of Vikings'voyages (layers-of-learning.com)

Ohthere was a Viking living in 9th century, who had done an expedition

to North and around the Kola peninsula. The account of his travels, which

he gave  to  King  Alfred  of  the  Anglo-Saxon  kingdom  of  Wessex,  is  an

interesting source of information not only about the lands he visited, but

also about his own manor. He was a wealthy chieftain in Hålogaland. It is

said his property was mainly in animals: he had as much as 600 reindeer

and some cattle and sheep. His wealth then consisted also of tax, that he

was payed by Sami people. The tax was payed in reindeer's, bear's and

marten's skins, feathers and high valued ship's ropes, which Sami made

from whales' and walrus' skins. 

Accounts like the Ohthere's one are valuable historical sources, but they

are very rare and their truthfulness must be considered carefully. More

common and reliable sources of information about Viking Age are then

burial  findings.  Viking burials  are by themselves very interesting.  There

was  a widespread  custom  of  burying  dead  in  ships,  with  all  the

equipment they would need during their journey to the world beyond.

There is a very unique testimony of already mentioned ibn Fadlan, a 10th-

century  Arab  traveler,  who  saw  and  wrote  about  a  burial  of  a  Viking
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chieftain.  He  let  us  gain  an  idea  about  the  custom,  describing  it  in

fascinating details. 

"...I went to the river on which was his ship. I saw that they had drawn the ship
onto the shore, and that they had erected four posts of birch wood and other

wood, and that around the ship was made a structure like great ship’s tents out
of wood. Then they pulled the ship up until it was on this wooden

construction..."

We can see that real ships were probably used for the burial, rather then

some models. The event itself then can seem quite strange and also cruel

in some aspects. During the burial a lot of alcohol was drunk and many

animals and also a girl were sacrificed. In the end the ship-grave was filled

with food and alcohol, weapons, clothes and other objects of daily use,

with tens of dead animal bodies and a slave-girl, who was also killed and

laid down to the ship to accompany her master. Then the ship was burnt

and finally covered by soil to create a mound.

Burial  mounds now serve as  great  archeological  resources.  However,

only  the  most  noble  and  wealthy  persons  were  buried  in  such  an

ostentatious way described by ibn Fadlan.

No doubts that ships were highly important and valued among Vikings.

And they were indeed masterpieces. Nimble and light, they were able to

go close in to the shore before grounding and to penetrate far inland up

rivers. Still they were firm enough to withstand stormy seas. They can be

sailed across the wind and even against it  and had unexpectedly high

speed  potential,  as  was  proved  by  several  experiments  with  replicas.

Moreover, they can be considered pieces of art. The shape itself was very

elegant and they were often decorated with amazing carvings.
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elaborated carvings - a detail of the keel of the Oseberg ship

The 11th century is considered the end of so called Viking Period. The

sails were finished and in many areas Viking settlers and merchants had

become absorbed in the local population. In Norway the pagan traditions

were replaced by the Christian religion. However, it took some time. The

Christianity was officially introduced in 1030, under the reign of King Olav

Haraldson, but for many years paganism and the new religion existed side

by side.  It  is  especially well  visible in art,  where the traditional style of

dragons  and  complicated  ornaments  is  often  mixed  with  Christian

symbols. (Hopstock, 1958, Andersson and Hamlyn, 1970)

Rune stones from Uppland. Christian crosses are mixed with the motifs 
of the pre-Christian era (Andersson and Hamlyn,1970) 
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http://www.hurstwic.org/history/articles/text/word_viking.htm
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ahmad_ibn_Fadlan
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Capstone Essay

Key factors of school learning in a museum

Introduction

During  our  tours  with  Art,  Architecture  and  Cultural  Heritage,  we  visited  all  together  five
museums: the Bodø city museum, the open air museum in Bodøsjøen, the Petter Dass museum, the
open air museum in Herøy and the city museum in Mosjøen. They all present a part of Norwegian
cultural heritage and they can be a frequent destination of school trips. In this essay, I am briefly
examining factors that are important for school learning in a museum. Or, expressed in  a question:
"How should a museum look like to be suitable for school visits?"

The base of my consideration comes from the research realized at the Australian Museum, Sydney
with pupils of both primary and secondary age.  It  outlined four key factors: cognitive,  physical,
social and emotional, influencing school learning in a museum. I also reflected upon our experience
from the museums we have visited during our field trips and I am illustrating the discussed factors
by examples.

Factors of learning in a museum and examples from field trips

Cognitive  factor: the research revealed that to be engaged in learning in the museum, pupils
need to have a chance to understand how things work. Be able to handle, manipulate and closely
examine artefacts and exhibits is the optimal way. They need to have opportunities to ask questions
and be able to seek out more information. They also prefer to be stimulated through various senses. 

I would say that the Herøy museum has a great potential to fulfill this factor well. Many of the
objects could be presented in a way that visitors could touch them or even try them - as in a case of
the stone mill. One's own experience is then better than thousands words on a information panel. Of
course that some things can not be exhibited in this way, especially precious and fragile objects. But
a museum can do its best to present them in an interesting manner, for example in an atmospheric
lightening as in Bodø (the silver treasure). In the Petter Dass museum I appreciated a possibility to
listen  to  the  music  composed  by  Dass.  However,  I  think  all  the  exhibitions  (Petter  Dass  and
exhibitions in Bodø and Mosjøen) expect rather passive approach - they were prepared in a classic
model of labeled artefacts and panels with informative texts. If it would be more engaging pupils into
active role, there had to be a guide supporting them to discover, ask questions, express hypothesis...

Concerning  the  physical  factor,  pupils  need  to  feel  safe  and  comfortable.  They  want  to  be
allowed to move around, especially the younger ones. It is quite easy to fulfill this demand for open
air museums. There is free space and children can freely move there, if  they are allowed by the
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teacher. Moreover, they are on fresh air.  Indoors also can be designed to offer visitors some free
space - the spacious rooms of Petter Dass museum can be given as an example. Unfortunately, the
old buildings of Bodø or Mosjøen City Museums can not effort it. They are rather cramped. 

Social factor is about students' desire for a museum visit to be a satisfying social occasion, where
they can learn with and from their peers. This depends a lot on how the visit is organized. In my
country, we can often see a classic image of school class in a museum, standing in a cluster in front of
an exhibit and listening to a teacher or to a museum guide. Then they move to next exhibit. Pupils
trying to discuss with each other are rather shouted to be quite, because they are disturbing the
lecture.  Their  desire  to  learn  with  and  from their  peers  is  not  fulfilled.  Then  there  is  another
approach, when the teacher distributes work sheets and let children to work independently. It often
leads to a situation of individual work - the ones who want to complete the work sheet right have to
focus on working and can not  enjoy the presence of  others very well.  If  the pupils  are to learn
together  and  from  each  other,  the  learning  situation  must  be  adjusted  in  a  way  that  leads  to
cooperation. It can be organized as a group work and pupils can be given a task that is needed to
solve by cooperation. This is usually a job of the teacher, but can also be done by a museum: there
can be prepared work sheets that are designed for group work or a guide can be trained to promote
pupils to learn in cooperation. Next thing is the place setting - if we want pupils to work in groups,
there should be a place where they can do it. For example tables where they can sit, discuss and
write. The "café" in Mosjøen City Museum is an example of such a place. Or there can be tables
placed in  open air museum, as in Bodøsjøen. 

The forth factor is  emotional. Students want to be emotionally connected with the topic of an
exhibition - then they are also learning more and more easily. In my opinion, a good way how to
connect with visitors emotionally is to present some personal stories. Pupils of all ages are interested
in stories, especially in humans' ones. The exhibition about Sami woman Elsa Laula Renberg can be
interesting in this way. A story also can work as a "red line" of the exhibition, help pupils to follow it
and link  the  information  together.  Of  course,  a  specific  approach is  then  needed to  design  an
exhibition. Rather then making a story of all I want to exhibit, it requires to set up a story and then
choose the artefacts illustrating it. The same says Randolph Starn when he writes that in an efficient
educational museum specimens should be appended to texts rather than the other way around.

Conclusion

To summarize it, the described factors are important for school learning in a museum. They can
probably  differ  a  bit  or  have  a  different  importance  depending  on  preferences  and  customs  in
particular society. For example in some countries, where pupils are lead to critical thinking and
taught to be active, the cognitive factor can be seen as crucial, whereas it can be the social factor that
is seen as more important in other countries. But in any case I think it is important to carefully
consider pupils' learning needs if museums want to function as successful educational institutions. It
can be added for conclusion that school pupils are the future for museums - it is important to catch
the audience young and hold it. If children learn to like a museum, they can become regular visitors
and perhaps bring their families as well.
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